
SUREREND  ARCHITECTURAL           

LIGHWEIGHT PROFILES  

Durable, cost effective, energy efficient ,easy to 

install. 

Quoin stones  

any shape  or 

colour to       

enhance your 

building with 

authentic    

looking profiles. 

Smooth stone 

quoin features 

against a brick 

background. 

Smooth quoins, window surrounds with 

special motif above ,columns and    

canopy , use a Surerend 1.5mm        

silicone finished  render as a           

contrasting Coloured background. 

Available in the full BS colour range. 

 

Surerend can  transform 

your project with a wide 

range of  Features and  

profiles to suit your job 

specific requirements. 

Whether New build or      

Refurbishment. 

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL 
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Window Sills ,over sills ,made to almost 

any shape , finish or colour 

New or refurbishment. 

Special wall features, window         

surrounds,  bespoke lintels, circular 

windows, cornice moldings , 

String courses, columns and canopies 

Surerend can complete the package 

with  a wide range of complimentary 

finishes including Brick slip panels, 

external insulation and renders , in a 

wide range of textures and colours. 

Bespoke profiles 

Balustrade's  

Quoin stones,  

Wall features,  

Window  sills and 

surrounds, door 

surrounds,    

Parapets  

Copes 

Piers capping's 

Arches  

String   Courses. 

For any external  

refurbishment or 

new build project 
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Match existing features with      

texture and colour whether         

replacement of existing or new. 

 

 

 

 

Quoin stones 

against a 

Surerend dry 

dash finish can 

show traditional 

looking finishes 

Effectively. 

SUREREND 

 

Durability, lightweight and 

elegance can be easily  

achieved  both internally 

and  externally in a wide 

range of colours and     

finishes 
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Surerend range of standard corner features and string course. 
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SUREREND STANDARD RANGE STRING COURSE 



WINDOW SURROUNDS STANDARD RANGE 
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 COLUMNS STANDARD RANGE 
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CORNICE AND FRIEZE 

For Technical assistance, samples  or prices, please do 

not hesitate to contact  our numbers below. 


